TAKE TRANSIT.

Learn these easy, direct transit routes and discover a new way to get to Midtown Detroit.

THE MAP SHOWS MAJOR STOPS ON SELECTED ROUTES. BUSES MAKE OTHER STOPS BETWEEN THESE POINTS.

FLIP OVER FOR MORE INFO...
Get moving on transit with one of these routes:

**14 Crosstown**
Travels via Warren (and Forest) between Mack & Moross and Warren & Telegraph.

**24/7 service**
EVERY 20-30 MINUTES AT PEAK DAY TIMES

**16 Dexter**
Connects Northwest Detroit and Downtown via Outer Dr, Curtis, Dexter, W Grand Bl and Cass.

**24/7 service**
EVERY 10-15 MINUTES AT PEAK DAY TIMES

**80 Villages Direct**
**89 Southwest Direct**
Direct service between neighborhoods and Midtown destinations during popular weekday travel times.

**Monday–Friday service**
TO MIDTOWN IN THE MORNING, BACK IN THE AFTERNOON

---

**How do I pay?**

When you board, simply put **$1.50** into the farebox at the front door. You can use bills or coins. We don’t give change so please have exact fare.

We also have a variety of reduced-fare and pass programs. Once you’re comfortable with the basics, contact us for info on these money-saving options.

**Where do I board?**

**Bus stop signs** are located up and down the route, about every two blocks. Just wait at your nearest sign and flag the bus as it approaches!

---

**CONTACT US FOR SCHEDULES & INFO**

ridedetroittransit.com
facebook.com/rideddot
313.933.1300

If you’re interested to try transit but still unsure, we can go with you! Call 313.833.7959 to set up a field trip.